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Looking at…

ASSUMPTIONS / BARRIERS

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?

WHAT CAN WOMEN DO?

WHAT CAN COMPANIES DO?

What are the personal,
organizational and
systemic challenges?

Learnings from Women
CEOs speak

What can individuals do to
raise their profiles and
change the course of their
careers?

How can we apply data
and insights to influence
systemic change?
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100 X 25 Research Project

§
§

59 participants
Leadership development interview

§

KF4D online assessment
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§ Today, 6.6% of Fortune 500 CEOs are
women.
§ 52% of credit union CEOs are women versus
only 5% at commercial banks.
§ A CEO of a larger credit union is 4X more
likely to be a woman than a CEO of a
comparable sized bank.
§ Yet,only 14% of CEOs of credit unions with
over $1B in assets are female.
§ In 2011, CUNA forecast that 50% of credit
union CEOs would retire in the next 10
years.
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How bold is your vision
for your future?
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When women realized they could
be CEO
65%
16%

Someone else told them they
could be CEO
Only became clear when they
reached a high role

12%

They had wanted this
position for a long time

7%

They never actually wanted to
be CEO

Findings from the Women CEOs Speak Report
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Women described a pivot point moving from expert to leader
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No single career approach to get to the top
Lifelong learning
Focus on finding the next challenge

Four different
career approaches
prepare women
for the CEO role
The way women CEOs approach
their careers tended to fall into

Bird’s-eye
Focus on getting an enterprise perspective

Innovation/growth
Focus on building new business

one of these four patterns.

Career building
Focus on pursuing a path and avoiding distractions
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Women CEOs Speak Research Findings
What Potential Looks Like:
§

Women CEOs share 17 of 20
traits with 99th percentile best-inclass CEO benchmark.

§

However, confidence in women
looks different.

§

Women were willing to credit
other people and
circumstances, less willing to
believe they have complete
control over events and
outcomes.
Challenge and Independence
are differentiating drivers

§
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Women CEOs Speak Research Findings:
Skills that differentiated women who become CEOs
These signs of potential can be measured and detected early in careers
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Experiences women CEOs cite as critical but hard to come by

Operations

Finance

Governance

External relations

Women who had
operational experience
found it to be pivotal;
women who didn’t thought it
could have helped them be
more prepared.

Although a few CEOs
built their careers in finance,
those who didn’t felt they
needed a strong CFO or
workaround to compensate.

Board directors can help
advance a strategic agenda
or stall it, so it’s critical to
understand how to manage
a board early on.

Dealing with stakeholders
and constituents outside
the company, particularly
investors and activist
investors, was a pitfall for
some of the women CEOs.
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Key individual actions: WOMEN
§ Run, do not walk, toward operating experience
§
§
§
§

Seek and learn from challenges
Don’t move in only vertical directions
Recognize that results don’t equal promotions
Create line of sight to your work and capabilities -- it’s about who you know, what you
know, and who knows what you know
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Key individual actions:
MENTORS AND SPONSORS
§ If you see potential in others, say something
§ Share knowledge on business skills, not just
people skills
§ Explain roles and assignments in the context of
future possibilities
§ Create an ecosystem of mutual success
§ Create visibility and understanding of other
women’s key accomplishments and potential
impact for the organization
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Key organizational actions
To fully capitalize on women’s potential to meet leadership needs
1. Clarify current state and root issues.
2. Craft roles and potential career paths in ways that engage
women.
3. Assess accurately and equitably.
4. Differentiate development.
5. Mobilize key stakeholders.
6. Remove systemic barriers and mitigate bias in decision
making.
7. Sustain progress.
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Where are organizations currently focusing efforts?
• Advancing the top of the house / having more ‘ready-now’ talent for senior leadership roles –
High touch development of enterprise executives and pipeline/succession maps (building
succession paths for women)
• Differentiated development – emerging talent and rising leaders: Customized programs that
include open line of sight with senior leaders
• Uncovering hidden talent – internal and external - using assessment tools and methods to
objectively identify and build awareness of untapped talent
• Talent management & inclusive leadership – talent pipeline diagnostic (qualitative and
quantitative analysis to ID root causes) and strategic blueprint/priority mapping; working with
existing D&I councils to accelerate their efforts; Inclusive Leader assessment and development.
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Closing Thoughts

Workplace gender inequality is…

Through the power of ALL

the single biggest fixable problem
humanity has.”
Astro Teller, head of Moonshots for
X (formerly Google X)

“If you're offered a seat on a rocket ship, don't ask what
seat! Just get on.”
Sheryl Sandberg, Chief Operating Officer, Facebook
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